**Conservation Scope Advisory Committee (CSAC) DRAFT Plan:**

Form a “Conservation Scope Advisory Committee (CSAC)” to provide recommendations on our conservation scope. Organize a ~10-15 member CSAC that includes a board representative, a tech staff member, and existing and new partners that will cover a diversity of perspectives, the following categories and partners are provided for recommendation:

- a. Board member(s): Terri Pregg-Rigsby (Board Chair) & Shawn Looney (Cons Scope Chair, *Facilitator)
- b. Tech staff: Michael Ahr (Mary Logalbo to Facilitate)
- c. Urban key NGO partners (2): FPC, BHCP (Alternatives: WWRP, WRC, SWNI, TCWC)
- d. Rural key NGO partner (2): Sauvie Island Farmer, West Hills Landowner (Working Forest or Skyline Ridge Neighbors) (Alternatives: Scapose Bay WC, SICA, Grange(s))
- e. Youth Conservation Education Partner: Sauvie Island Center (Alternatives: Friends of Tryon Creek)
- f. Govt key partner (x2) (local, state and/or fed): NRCS & BES (Alternatives: ODA, OSU)
- g. Culturally specific partner (green workforce): Verde, Wisdom of the Elders
- h. Culturally specific partner (broader communities of color): CELs (Alternatives: CDE, CCC, Unite Oregon)
- i. Culturally specific partner (from SW Somali community we’ve worked with): HAKI or Koffi Dessou (2nd Alternatives: Jackson MS, Marquam Elementary Leads, Mosques)
- j. Culturally specific partner (from Native American community we’ve worked with): Gabe Sheoships (Alternatives: Wisdom, NARA NW, Grande Ronde)
- l. Youth Student & Climate Justice Representative: 350 PDX Movement (Alternatives: PSU Hatfield School of Govt, Sustainability Program, Indi Keith)